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Rare earth ion conduction in solids
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Abstract

The trivalent cation conductors of R (MO ) (R: Al, Sc, Y, Er–Lu; M: W, Mo) polycrystals in the tungstate and the molybdate series2 4 3
31were prepared and the trivalent R conducting properties were investigated. The ion conductivity was found to be strongly dependent on

the crystal lattice size and the highest conductivity was obtained in Sc (WO ) and Sc (MoO ) , respectively, among each series. In2 4 3 2 4 3
31addition, the relationship between the lattice size and R ion conduction was also clarified by making various types of solid solutions and

31the enhancement of the objective R ion conduction was successfully realized. The conducting species in these solid electrolytes was
31directly demonstrated to be trivalent Sc cation by a dc electrolysis.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction W, Mo) solid electrolytes with the orthorhombic
Sc (WO ) type structure which is illustrated in Fig. 1,2 4 3

31Various types of solid electrolytes have been eagerly were demonstrated to show the trivalent R cation
investigated so far. The majority of the solid electrolytes conduction [10–16]. The tungstates with larger rare earths
are monovalent and divalent cationic conductors and oxide in the lanthanoid series, have another structure of
anionic conductors, showing a high ionic conductivity, and Eu (WO ) type with monoclinic symmetry (Fig. 1), and2 4 3

some of them have been already put on the market, e.g. those tungstates are insulating. The Sc (WO ) type2 4 3

oxygen gas sensors based on yttria stabilized zirconia and structure is a quasi-layered and has a large pathway where
31lithium batteries for heart pacemaker. In contrast, the R ion can migrate smoothly as shown in Fig. 2. In this

trivalent cation had generally been believed not to migrate structure, hexavalent tungsten ion bonds to surrounding
22in solids due to the strong electrostatic interaction between four oxide anions to form a WO tetrahedron unit,4

the trivalent cation and the surrounding constituent ions of resulting in the considerable reduction of the electrostatic
22 31 22the structure such as O . Some papers had claimed that interaction between R and O and the realization of the

31 31Ln -b0-alumina [1–7], b-LaNbO [8] and LaAl O [9] R ion conduction.3 11 18

are the trivalent ion conductors. However, these papers
have neither directly nor quantitatively demonstrated any
trivalent ion migration in solids. Among them, especially

31Ln -b0-alumina solid electrolytes were prepared by ioni-
1 1 31cally exchanging Na site in Na -b0-alumina for Ln .

Therefore, small amount of sodium ion still remains in
these solid electrolytes and might contribute for ion
conduction. For realizing a trivalent cation conduction in
solids, it is necessary to reduce strong interaction between
the mobile trivalent cations and the lattice conforming
anions. Recently, R (MO ) (R: Al, In, Sc, Y, Er–Lu; M:2 4 3
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Sc (WO ) –Gd (WO ) solid solutions were prepared2 4 3 2 4 3

from reagent grade of Sc O , Gd O (99.9%), and WO . A2 3 2 3 3

stoichiometric amount of them was mixed, and heated at
10008C for 12 h and then 12008C for 12 h. Obtained
powder was pelletized and sintered at 12008C for 12 h.
Al (WO ) –Sc (WO ) -Lu (WO ) solid solutions were2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3

prepared by mixing Al (WO ) and Sc (WO ) –2 4 3 2 4 3

Fig. 2. The Sc (WO ) type structure in b-axis direction. Lu (WO ) solid solution. At first, Sc (WO ) –2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3

Lu (WO ) solid solutions were prepared by mixing an2 4 3

Table 1 tabulates the various demonstration methods of appropriate amount of Sc O , Lu O , and WO and2 3 2 3 3

trivalent ionic conduction for solid electrolytes claimed as heating at 10008C for 12 h and then at 12008C for 12 h.
31trivalent cation conductors. The methods utilized for Ln - Al (WO ) prepared was mixed with the Sc (WO ) –2 4 3 2 4 3

b0-alumina, b-LaNbO and LaAl O are limited to only Lu (WO ) solid solution and heated at 10008C for 12 h in3 11 18 2 4 3

some methods and the demonstration is still indirect and air atmosphere. The sintering procedure was carried out at
not quantitative. In contrast, the electrical properties of the 12008C for 12 h in air.
Sc (WO ) type solid electrolytes are investigated by all All samples prepared were identified by X-ray powder2 4 3

the methods listed in the table, especially the dc elec- diffraction (XRD) using Cu Ka radiation (M18XHF, Mac
trolysis was successfully completed which can definitely Science). The XRD data were collected by a step-scanning
identify the mobile species. method in the 2u range from 108 to 708 with a step width

In this paper, we investigate the rare earth ion conduct- of 0.048 and a scan time of 4 s. The XRD patterns obtained
ing properties in R (MO ) polycrystalline single phase were analyzed using the Rietveld refinement program2 4 3

and some solid solutions with the Sc (WO ) type poly- RIETAN-94 [17].2 4 3
31crystals, and describe the direct demonstration of the R

trivalent ion conduction in solids.
2.2. Measurements

The surface of all polycrystalline samples was polished
2. Experimental and Pt sputtered layer (diameter: 0.62 cm) was formed on

both center surfaces of the sample pellet as the electrode.
2.1. Sample preparation In the case of the measurements at temperatures over

6008C, the Pt paste was utilized in spite of the Pt sputtered
R (MO ) (R: Sc, Y, Er–Lu; M: W, Mo) was prepared layer. An ac conductivity was measured by using a LCR2 4 3

by a conventional solid state reaction using high purity meter (8284A, Hewlett-Packerd) at the frequency range
R O (99.9%) and MO (99.9%) as the starting materials. from 20 Hz to 1 MHz in the temperature range between2 3 3

After pulverized in a mortar and pelletized, the pellets 300 and 8008C. Oxygen partial pressure dependencies of
were calcined at 10008C for 12 h successively until the the ac conductivity was investigated in O , He, N , air,2 2

sample color became white (light pink for Er (MO ) ) in and CO–CO mixed gas. A dc conductivity was measured2 4 3 2

air atmosphere. The sample pellets were finally sintered at in the different oxygen partial pressure atmosphere by
1050–12008C for 12 h. Al (MO ) was synthesized from monitoring the voltage generated between two Pt elec-2 4 3

Al(OH) (99.9%) and MO . After the powder was mixed trodes when the constant dc current of 0.1 mA was passed3 3

in a mortar, the calcination procedure was repeated at through the sample pellet at 7008C. The dc electrolyses
10008C for 12 h until the sample color became white and were performed by applying the dc voltage of 1–3 V
the sintering was carried out at 11008C for 12 h in air between two Pt blocking electrodes sandwiching the
atmosphere. sample for 200–400 h.

Table 1
Comparison of the experimental methods which have been applied (s) or not (–), to characterize the compounds for which a multivalent cationic

aconduction is assumed

Ionic conducting Impedance Polarization Conductivity or EMF dc electrolysis
compound spectroscopy measurements polarization in measurements 1

different atmosphere detailed analysis
31M -b0-alumina (IE) s – – – –

b-Alumina related phases s – – s –
b-LaNb O s s s s –3 9

Sc (WO ) type phases s s s s s2 4 3

a
b-Alumina compounds which are prepared by ion-exchange are denoted by (IE).
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. R (MO ) polycrystals2 4 3

The tungstates and molybdates, R (MO ) , including Y2 4 3
31and heavy rare earths, Er–Lu, as R cation, were ap-

preciably hygroscopic at room temperature and the dehy-
dration was observed at around 1208C from TG–DTA
measurements. Therefore, the XRD analyses were carried
out after heating at 1508C in vacuum. All R (MO ) were2 4 3

found to possess the single phase of Sc (WO ) type2 4 3

structure which is assigned to orthorhombic symmetry
(space group Pbcn) and the XRD patterns of the sample
were shifted toward a lower degree in 2u with increasing
trivalent ionic radius in the tungstates and molybdates. The
unit cell volume monotonously enhanced with increasing

Fig. 4. Oxygen partial pressure dependencies of the ac conductivity forthe trivalent cationic radius in both systems.
R (WO ) (s) and R (MoO ) (d) at 7008C.2 4 3 2 4 3Fig. 3 shows the trivalent cation radius dependencies of

the electrical conductivity at 6008C and the activation
31 61 22energy for R (WO ) and R (MoO ) . In both systems, limited to the cation species of R or M , O , electron,2 4 3 2 4 3

31the solid electrolyte containing Sc as the trivalent cation or hole in the R (MO ) solid electrolytes. In order to2 4 3

shows the highest conductivity and the lowest activation clarify the conducting characteristics in R (MO ) , the ac2 4 3
31energy, which indicates that Sc is the most suitable and the dc conductivity were measured in different oxygen

trivalent cation for the conduction in both solid electrolyte pressure atmospheres.
series with the Sc (WO ) type structure. In the case of Fig. 4 presents the oxygen partial pressure dependencies2 4 3

the larger trivalent cations than the suitable trivalent ion of of the ac conductivity at 7008C for Sc (WO ) and2 4 3
31Sc , the electrical conductivity decreased and the activa- Sc (MoO ) which possess the highest conductivity2 4 3

31tion energy increased with the R radius increase since among the tungstates and the molybdates. The conductivity
31the R ion size to the lattice size ratio increases and, as a of both Sc (WO ) and Sc (MoO ) maintained a con-2 4 3 2 4 3

result, the electrostatic interaction with surrounding oxide stant value in the wide oxygen pressure range(Sc (WO ) :2 4 3
217 5 213 5anions becomes stronger. On the other hand, for the 10 –10 Pa, Sc (MoO ) : 10 –10 Pa), indicating2 4 3

31smaller ion such as Al , the conductivity reduced and that predominant conducting species is ion in the above
activation energy increased compared with the case for the mentioned oxygen pressure region. However, the ac con-

31Sc ion migration. This might be ascribed to the high ductivity of Sc (MoO ) drastically increased at the2 4 3
213electrostatic interaction caused by its low polarizability. oxygen pressures lower than 10 Pa. The increase of the

Since the oxide or the hydroxide with the cation whose ac conductivity in low O pressure region means that the2

valency is higher than divalent state were used as the n-type electronic conduction which might be caused by the
61starting materials, the candidate conducting species were reduction of Mo in a reducing atmosphere appears.

Fig. 5. The dc to ac conductivity ratio(s /s ) of the Sc (WO ) indc ac 2 4 3

O (d) and He (s) atmosphere plotted as the function of time. The2
31 22Fig. 3. The R radius dependencies of the electrical conductivity and corresponding datum of a representative O ion conductor of 0.8HfO –2

activation energy for R (WO ) (s, y) and R (MoO ) (d, ♦) at 6008C. 0.2CaO is inserted.2 4 3 2 4 3
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Fig. 5 plots the dc to the ac conductivity ratio (s /s ) surface of the sample pellet. These results clearly supportdc ac
31for Sc (WO ) as the function of the time at 7008C. In the the idea that the Sc migrates to the cathode direction and2 4 3

case of oxide anionic conductors, the polarizing behaviors reacts with mother Sc (WO ) phase and forms Sc WO2 4 3 6 12

between O and the atmosphere in a low O pressure were at the cathodic surface by applying the dc voltage higher2 2

quite different [10] as inserted in the figure. That is, the than the decomposition voltage, while the WO remains at3
31

s /s ratio is equivalent to one in O atmosphere since a the anodic surface after Sc migration as described in thedc ac 2

dc conductivity is exactly equal to an ac conductivity by following equations.
22successively supplying the O ion into the solid elec- 31(Anodic surface) 2Sc (WO ) → 4Sc 1 6WO 1 3O 12 4 3 3 2trolyte from O gas in the atmosphere, while the s /s2 dc ac

2ratio abruptly decreases in a low O pressure atmosphere 12e2
22such as He because the O ion can not be introduced into

31the solid electrolyte. In the case of Sc (WO ) , a steep (Cathodic surface) 4Sc 1 Sc (WO ) 12 4 3 2 4 3
polarization behavior was observed even in the O atmos- 22 12e → Sc WO22 6 12phere and this result indicates that the O ion conduction
in Sc (WO ) was eliminated. Furthermore, Sc (MoO )2 4 3 2 4 3 The molybdates, R (MoO ) , have been also demon-2 4 3also shows a similar polarization behavior as demonstra-

31strated to show the trivalent R conduction in its latticetion in Fig. 5.
structure by the same way mentioned above. The depositsFrom the results as described above, the conducting
were also observed at cathodic surface after the dcspecies in R (MO ) is further limited to the cation2 4 3

31 61 electrolysis. However, the deposits were found to containspecies of R and M . In order to directly identify the
only Sc element by EPMA. This means that the depositsmigrating cation species in Sc (WO ) , the dc electrolysis2 4 3 31are Sc O . The Sc ion migrated to the cathodic surface2 3was carried out using the Pt bulk as the blocking electrode
is reduced to a Sc metal, and then the Sc metal immedi-at 7008C. By applying the dc voltage of 3 V which is
ately reacted with O in the atmosphere at the operating2higher than the decomposition voltage of ca. 2 V, the
temperature of 7008C. The anodic surface of the sample ismobile cation species migrates from the anode to the
exactly the same as the mother phase of Sc (MoO ) ,2 4 3cathode direction in the sample, and segregates on the
because MoO which was left at the anodic surface after3cathodic surface which is in contact with the Pt bulk 31the Sc migration, vaporized at the operation temperatureelectrode.
of 7008C.Fig. 6 shows the scanning electron microscopic (SEM)

The conducting species in R (MO ) was directly and2 4 3photograph of the cathodic surface of the sample after the 31clearly demonstrated to be the trivalent R cation andelectrolysis. Many deposits were recognized at the surface 22neither electron, hole, nor O anion by the aboveand they were identified to be Sc WO by EPMA and6 12 mentioned researches.micro X-ray diffraction analysis. On the other hand, the
plate shape deposits identified as WO from the micro3

3.2. Solid solutionsX-ray diffraction analysis were observed on the anodic

31Among the R (MO ) solid electrolytes, the Sc is2 4 3

found to be the most suitable cation among rare earth
series in the Sc (WO ) type structure. For the purpose of2 4 3

successively investigating the detail relationship between
31the objective R ion conductivity and the lattice size

variation of the Sc (WO ) type solid electrolyte, we2 4 3

prepared the various types of solid solutions [18–20]
whose lattice size was intentionally varied by changing the
mixing ratio of the different size trivalent cations in the

31solid solution system (ionic radius; Sc : 0.0885 nm [21],
31Gd : 0.1078 nm [21]).

Fig. 7 shows the composition dependencies of the
conductivity for the (12x)Sc (WO ) –xGd (WO ) sys-2 4 3 2 4 3

tem. The (12x)Sc (WO ) –xGd (WO ) solid solutions2 4 3 2 4 3

were found to possess the Sc (WO ) type structure in the2 4 3

range 0,x#0.6 and the Eu (WO ) type structure in the2 4 3

range of x higher than 0.6 by the XRD measurements. The
conductivity increased up to x50.2 and decreased by the
further substitution. The 0.8Sc (WO ) –0.2Gd (WO )Fig. 6. The SEM photograph at the cathodic surface of the Sc (WO ) 2 4 3 2 4 32 4 3

pellet after dc electrolysis. showed the highest conductivity which was three times as
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Fig. 9. The EPMA spot analysis of the clusters of ball shape deposits at
the cathodic surface of 0.1Al (WO ) –0.9(Sc Lu ) (WO ) after2 4 3 0.5 0.5 2 4 3

electrolysis.

Fig. 7. The composition dependencies of the conductivity for the (12

around zero which declares that the predominant chargex)Sc (WO ) –Gd (WO ) solid solution at 6008C.2 4 3 2 4 3

carrier in the (12x)Sc (WO ) –xGd (WO ) system2 4 3 2 4 3

changed from ion (x,0.6) to electron or hole (x.0.6).
31high as that of pure Sc (WO ) . In the region of x greater In order to enhance the low Al conduction in2 4 3

than 0.6, the conductivity drastically decreased since the Al (WO ) (Al (WO ) shows the lowest conductivity as2 4 3 2 4 3

structure changed from Sc (WO type to Eu (WO ) depicted in Fig. 3), the Al (WO ) –Sc (WO ) –2 4)3 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3

type structure. For the purpose of investigating the possi- Lu (WO ) solid solutions were prepared. By mixing three2 4 3

bility of the electronic conduction, the oxygen–air gas cations with different size, the various lattice size was
concentration cell was fabricated with (12x)Sc (WO ) – successfully realized. In the solid solution, it is expected2 4 3

31 31xGd (WO ) (x50.2 and 0.8) and the EMF was measured that both Sc and Lu (0.1001 nm) with larger size2 4 3
31at the temperature range between 600 and 9008C. The compared with Al (0.0675 nm) function as the con-

EMF values obeyed theoretically to the Nernst equation stituent cation of the lattice conformer and the smallest
31derived from the gas concentration cell in the case of Al cation conducts in the expanded lattice.

0.8Sc (WO ) –0.2Gd (WO ) . However, the EMFs of Fig. 8 presents the conductivities of the various2 4 3 2 4 3

0.2Sc (WO ) –0.8Gd (WO ) were constant value of Al (WO ) –Sc (WO ) –Lu (WO ) solid solutions at2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 4 3

6008C. The 0.1Al (WO ) –0.9(Sc Lu ) (WO ) solid2 4 3 0.5 0.5 2 4 3

solution (w) exhibited the highest conductivity which is 25
times as high as that of pure Al (WO ) . After the dc2 4 3

electrolysis of the 0.1Al (WO ) –0.9(Sc Lu ) (WO )2 4 3 0.5 0.5 2 4 3

solid solution, a lot of ball shape clusters were recognized
at the cathodic surface and the element detected by EPMA
is only aluminum in the deposits without any Sc, Lu, and
W element as presented in Fig. 9. This result explicitly

31indicates that the only Al migrates in the
0.1Al (WO ) –0.9(Sc Lu ) (WO ) solid solution and2 4 3 0.5 0.5 2 4 3

31 31Sc and Lu cations function to be the conformer of the
solid solution lattice.

4. Conclusions

Fig. 8. Relationship between the conductivity at 6008C in the log s
The trivalent rare earth ion conduction in tungstates andexpression and the composition of the Al (WO ) –Sc (WO ) –2 4 3 2 4 3

Lu (WO ) solid solution system. molybdates with Sc (WO ) type structure was directly2 4 3 2 4 3
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